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Amsterdam 4D 2

Presentator
Presentatienotities
It is the dream of anyone interested in history: the ability to travel back in time, explore the past as if we were there, as with the canonical Tardis space-timeship of Doctor Who in the British TV series.



Time Machine transforms our cultural heritage into big data of the past.

Presentator
Presentatienotities
That dream is now coming true, with the Time Machine project.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UlvTARiC5fM
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Presentatienotities
On the WHAT, HOW, and WHY of the project



TimeMachine.eu

1. Time Machine Project
An infrastructure to extract 

Big Data of the Past



Since 2016, more than 600 partners 
from science, industry, cultural 
heritage and civil society have joined 
an unprecedented alliance under the 
umbrella of the Time Machine.

Presentator
Presentatienotities
575 members (CSA Accession + TMO members with duplicates removed) + 55 Individual Supporters



Presentator
Presentatienotities
The idea is to unlock the Big Data of the Past: digitization by making scans, smart information extraction, creating a knowledge graph connecting people, places, objects and events. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QTBkuyFbIz0
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Presentatienotities
Expand upon the available Big Data of the Past through simulation (AI)



In the Time Machine CSA (2019-2020)
a collective vision was established
for the next 10 years. 

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 
2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 
820323



2020-2022 2023-2025

Presentator
Presentatienotities
Resulted in detailed work plan for the next 10 years; R&D based on RFCs



2026-2030



With Time Machine, Europe will build
the first 4D mirror world, connecting
each place with the depth of its past
and giving direct access to unique
assets for studying, learning, deciding, 
creating and inventing a shared
future.



CC-BY-SA Europeana/JAM visual thinking
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Mirror world idea: virtual copy



CC-BY-SA Europeana/JAM visual thinking
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Enriched with data



CC-BY-SA Europeana/JAM visual thinking
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Adding time as a 4th dimension; providing presnet-day locations with longitudinal perspective
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To make this possible: Time Machine Organisation
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Local Time Machines
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LTMs crucial role in connecting to users/exploitation areas. Here 14 listed, 6 others in the making. Now zooming in on ATM
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2. Amsterdam 
Time Machine



Picture Weixuan Li, Virtual Interiors Project 
(Huygens ING/UvA)

Presentator
Presentatienotities
Inspired by example of the Venice Time Machine, for the Amsterdam Time Machine we extract and combine historical information on Amsterdam, generating over 400 years of urban history at your fingertips, at home, behind your PC, ranging from the level of one individual person, location, object or event, to the larger patterns of urban life and culture in the past. 



Artist house and shop at Warmoesstraat 138 in 1580
Wouter van Elburg & Madelon Simons, University of Amsterdam

https://drive.google.com/open?id=11fknmhDcOcf2RmJOrsHoWpSetTF8Tlx_


Presentator
Presentatienotities
ATM is realized by a growing network of partners, from the field of research (red), cultural heritage partners such as Rijksmuseum, public partners such as the municipality of Amsterdam and the Cultural Heritage Agency of NL, and companies from the creative industries, including Brill Publishers and the digitization company Picturae. These partners collaborate in developing the building blocks of the time machine, such as its infrastructure, content and visualizations. 



A Geographical Data-Infrastructure 
for Historical Amsterdam 

Hans Mol, Mark Raat, Thomas Vermaut

Presentator
Presentatienotities
The basis: geographical data-infrastructure



a new GIS

● now: 19th + early 20th C

● next: 17th + 18th C 

● 52.684 proxies for location

● semantic concept + 

geographical location

● knowledge graph



Image by Chiara Piccoli

Modeling the City in 4D

Presentator
Presentatienotities
Extending in 3D over time (so 4D); here for 16thC Amsterdam



Presentator
Presentatienotities
Connect to the open source 3D model of present-day Amsterdam made by the municipality
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Presentatienotities
Data layer: We encourage the sharing and linking of data. ALiDa, the Amsterdam Linked Data cloud - a visualisation Linked Open Data resources on Amsterdam history. Together they spin a web of data that facilitates research on a whole new level. The datasets in ALiDa are the backbone of the Amsterdam Time Machine and should encourage colleagues and institutions to join.



[adamlink]

Presentator
Presentatienotities
AdamLink: project to connect all Amsterdam-related data from the libraries and archives of the Amsterdam cultural heritage institutions as Linked Open Data



Presentator
Presentatienotities
In this prototype interface it is possible to look up your own street



Presentator
Presentatienotities
See all images of your street that Amsterdam libraries and archives and museums have; in my case: living at site of old cinema theatre



Presentator
Presentatienotities
See all images of your street that Amsterdam libraries and archives and museums have; in my case: living at site of old cinema theatre



Reconstruction Cinema Parisien 1910, Nieuwendijk 69 Amsterdam

Presentator
Presentatienotities
Reconstruct that cinema in 3D – this is another one we already made



Reconstruction Cinema Parisien 1910, Nieuwendijk 69 Amsterdam
Julia Noordegraaf, Loes Opgenhaffen, Ivan Kisjes, Norbert Bakker (UvA-CREATE)

Presentator
Presentatienotities
So that you can enter and view the film that was screened there – in cinema at my home: Modern Times, by Charlie Chaplin, for example, that was screened in the cinema where I live in 1936.
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3. Innovating Scholarship



National Research 
Council Innovational 
Research Incentives 
project Danielle van 
den Heuvel

Presentator
Presentatienotities
Conceptually and methodologically a spatial approach is interesting because it allows you a different, more complete view on the way the urban environment was used. For example, my colleague Danielle van den Heuvel in her research project The Freedom of the Streets investigates the way the city relates to the practice of occupations in relation to gender, comparing early modern Amsterdam to early modern Edo. The spacial ordering of the information on occupations and gender from the source material, both on maps and in 3D, allows her to question and correct existing assumptions on gendered space, such as that in the early modern period, women were increasingly tied to the domestic space of the private home.



The Spatial Turn in the Humanities 
and Social Sciences

Presentator
Presentatienotities
Ties in with a broader interest in space in the Humanities and Social Sciences



“In the social sciences and humanities, 
scholars returned to urban history and 
environmental studies with a renewed 

interest in the microcosms of everyday life 
and the macrocosms of global flows.”

Jo Guldi, ‘What is the Spatial Turn?’ Spatial Humanities: A Project of the Institute for Enabling 
Geospatial Scholarship. University of Virginia Library Scholar’s Lab, 
http://spatial.scholarslab.org/spatial-turn/what-is-the-spatial-turn/

http://spatial.scholarslab.org/spatial-turn/what-is-the-spatial-turn/


Scalable Humanities Research

From: Joël de Rosnay, The Macroscope: A New World Scientific System. New York: Harper & Row, 1979.

Presentator
Presentatienotities
Access to Big Data of the Past and new tools to explore them allow for humanities research at an unprecedented scale, moving between the large scale of recognizing patterns in vast, heterogeneous datasets to studying the meaning of cultural content at the level of one particular source or sentence. 



Virtual Interiors as Interfaces for Big Historical Data

Spatial analysis of cultural 
production and consumption

Presentator
Presentatienotities
In current research project testing this ‘scalable humanities’ approach, analyzing early modern cultural production and consumption by navigating between patterns in data on 17thC Amsterdam as a whole to zooming in on individual artists and households. 



Presentator
Presentatienotities
 On one hand focusing on cultural production: deep mapping artist’s studio’s and relations



Weixuan Li: 
visualization network

of early modern 
Amsterdam painters

by choice of topic

Presentator
Presentatienotities
Use Linked Data to find unexpected connections, e.g. artists borrowing topics without having stylistic affinity



3,5 km archive

760 cupboards

4,5 million acts (1578-1915)

Presentator
Presentatienotities
For consumption looking at the inventories that were drafted by notaries and other representatives over more than 300 years
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Presentatienotities
Using AI (handwriting recognition software Transkribus) to transform handwritten text in machine-readable data



Kohier der fugitieven
26 augustus 1567, inventaris van de goederen van Barnardijn Gaerlofsz
(Warmoesstraat 46)
Verblijfplaats: SAA 5028, inv.nr. 549 (Annotatiën van de goederen), fol. 6v-8v.

[Fol. 6v]
[…] Int voorhuijs
Een laeckens parsse, een staelen booge, een 
vleijschgaffel, een slaepbanck met een bedde ende zijn 
toebehooren daer inne,
Item een tonnestoel, vier witte beugel stoelen, een roodt 
cussen, een groen cussen, een stroijen stoel
Item een tresoer met een tafereel daer op,

[fol. 7]
Item mappa mundi in lijsten met noch een ander grote 
chaerte
Item een contrefeijtsel van Barnardijn ende zijn eerder 
huijsfrouwe in twee paneelen
Item twee schrijff leijen met drie stockbe[...]ssen
Item een comptoir met een riem papiers ende een 
nijeuw schrijfbouck daer inne
Item achter op twee solder elcx omtrent achtien lasten 
rogge ende opt laechste noch omtrent vijff lasten rogge 
bij ghijssinge van Adriaen Marchelisz ende Fformer
Cornelisz gezwooren coornmeters,
Item opte voirzolder omtrent twaelff lasten rogge bij 
raminge als vooren [i.m. dit coorn es ontslagen]

[fol. 7v]
Inde middelcamer
Een trecktafel met een tafelcleet
Item een chaerte
Item een ijseren hoegel  een bout een brander  een 

Presentator
Presentatienotities
The probate inventories at Municipal Archive give us very precise indication which objects were present in the household, sometimes even indicating the exact location in the house (map and portraits). Here, an example of two global maps (mappa mundi) and a double portret of a man named Barnardijn Gaerlofsz. and his wife.



Reconstruction of the house of Pieter de Graeff and Jacoba Bicker on Herengracht 573 
(1665-1700) by Chiara Piccoli, Virtual Interiors Project (Huygens ING/UvA)

Presentator
Presentatienotities
We use the probate inventories to make 3D reconstructions of residencies, such as this house at Herengracht, to study use of cultural objects in the household.



Mapping Cultural Consumption

Presentator
Presentatienotities
But we can also zoom out and study distribution of cultural goods over Amsterdam households, past 300 years; history from below
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What will be the impact?
4. TIME MACHINE FOR SOCIETY



Crowdsourcing and Citizen Science

Presentator
Presentatienotities
Also new forms of collaboration, across academic disciplines, across science and other sectors such as the heritage field and creative industries, and with citizen scientists, as in the GLAM Wiki projects that aim to disclose cultural heritage with the help of volunteers. We truly aim to tap into the Wisdom of the Crowds, because there is a lot of knowledge about the city’s past with various citizen-volunteers and a tremendous passion for this history. 



Time Machine for Education and Social Cohesion

Give historical data new relevance



Virtual reconstruction of Bergen-Belsen by the
Future Memory Foundation

http://www.belsen-project.specs-lab.com/2012-reconstruction/

Presentator
Presentatienotities
Image: Virtual reconstruction of Bergen-Belsen, by the Future Memory Foundation  http://www.belsen-project.specs-lab.com/2012-reconstruction/It looks like this; The Future Memory Foundation - founded by psychologist, a lawyer, and a historian - develops three dimensional virtual models of now-destroyed concentration camps.  

http://www.belsen-project.specs-lab.com/2012-reconstruction/


http://www.belsen-project.specs-lab.com/2012-reconstruction/

Presentator
Presentatienotities
Image: Virtual reconstruction of Bergen-Belsen, by the Future Memory Foundation http://www.belsen-project.specs-lab.com/2012-reconstruction/Together with witness testimony, and geo-location technology the models are used to bring a meaningful experience to on-site visits, as well as remote access to classrooms.  ………………………………………………………………………...Quotes from  Future Memory Foundation website;“It combines virtual and augmented reality with integrated databases of graphical reconstructions and historical sources to allow us to actively explore and try to comprehend the incomprehensible: the massive scale of the crimes Nazi Germany perpetrated on the world and the depth of the destruction and suffering it caused.” “The Future Memory Foundation seeks to conserve and present the history of Nazi crimes and the Holocaust in the service of education and reflection on the past, present, and future of the human condition. We believe that now that we are entering the post witness era we have to resort to advanced technologies such as Virtual and Augmented Reality to make the sites themselves become the portal to the historical sources. This approach is based in a scientifically grounded view of human memory and experience” Manifesto Saving the Past Shaping the Future

http://www.belsen-project.specs-lab.com/2012-reconstruction/


Provide a longitudinal perspective 
to present-day problems

Time Machine for Smart Cities…



Presentator
Presentatienotities
Amsterdam, city of water, has around 1,600 bridges and 600 kilometres of canal walls. At least 10 kilometres of the city’s 200 kilometres of brick canal walls are in a poor state of repair, and there is an increased risk of subsidence. Maintenance work is needed without delay. https://www.amsterdam.nl/en/news/bridges-repairs/ 
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Conclusion



An international collaboration
to bring 5000 years of European history to life

The Time Machine is…

Digitising millions of historical 
documents, paintings and monuments

The largest computer simulation ever developed

An open access, interactive resource



Revolutionise scholarship, education, culture, 
media, tourism and policymaking

Time Machine will…

Give historical data new relevance

Contextualise history through 
advanced AI

Modernize the institutions that 
archive Europe’s history 



https://www.timemachine.eu/join-in/

https://www.timemachine.eu/join-in/




Follow Time Machine
@TimeMachineEU

@TimeMachineEU

#TimeMachine18

TimeMachine.eu
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